Spotlight

FHS celebrates its 60th anniversary with an international scientific conference, highlighting its research and outreach networks

FHS held December 5-6 an international scientific conference on “Public Health in Contexts of Uncertainty” in the region, to culminate its 60th anniversary celebrations. READ MORE

News

AUB symposium on nutrition and exercise promotes exercise to prevent disease, warns against salt fluoridation

Instead of adding fluoride to salt, health policymakers should promote proper oral hygiene in order to prevent caries, said an AUB nutrition and dietetics expert during a symposium on nutrition and exercise for health, organized by the Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences at the AUB FAFS. READ MORE

2014 Founders Day keynote speaker: AUB can serve as the region’s collective Mandela

Absence of diversity and pluralism has been the main cause of Arab political and cultural stagnation, said the keynote speaker at the 2014 Founders Day ceremony, marking AUB’s 148th anniversary on December 1, 2014. READ MORE

AUB CCECS program: bridging classroom experience with community work

When AUB psychology major Israa Noureddine signed up for a course as part of a semester-long program on refugees organized by CCECS she was not so enthusiastic about the volunteering component of the course; but after engaging in workshops and activities with Syrian refugees, she changed her mind. Now she wants to incorporate volunteering into her daily life, long after the course is over. READ MORE

'The impact of war on health.. more than the number of victims'

Events

Upcoming events

• CASAR lecture 'Rock Stardom and Listening' by David Shumway, Dec. 8, 5:30pm, Bldg. 37, Conf. A READ MORE

• LDEM series of three presentations by international landscape architects 'landscapes of advocacy, perception and 100 forests,' Dec. 8-10 READ MORE

• Fundraising concert to support Lemsic SCORA’S HIV/AIDS fund, Dec. 8, 8:30pm, Assembly Hall READ MORE

• Jafet’s Archives and Special Collections exhibition 'Syrian Protestant College and WWI 1914-1918,' Dec. 9-11, West Hall, Common Room READ MORE

• Syrian Cultural Club and PSPA Society 'A "PEACE" OF MUSIC' piano recital by Ward Khouzam, Dec. 9, 7pm, Assembly Hall READ MORE

• University for Seniors lecture about "Oum Kalthoum" by Elias Sahhab, Dec. 10, 5:30pm, College Hall, B1 READ MORE

• Wellness Program lecture 'Be Your Own Doctor,' Dec. 11, 12noon, West Hall, Bathish Aud. READ MORE

• Ayadina Association 9th Annual Benefit Christmas Concert, Dec. 12, 6:30pm, Assembly Hall READ MORE
Assafir reports on FHS 60th anniversary international scientific conference, highlighting its research and outreach networks. READ MORE

'Hidden value in Middle Eastern art'
BBC interviews Rico Franses, Director of Art Collections and Galleries at AUB, on the factors that are driving the surge in artistic creativity, global collector interest and rising prices in the Middle East. READ MORE

'Lebanese startups need a chance: report'
The Daily Star reports on a debate at OSB that discussed the findings of a study prepared by the World Bank on the employment potential of MENA. READ MORE

Safety and Security Information - Dec. 8, 2014

Announcements
• IDEAL Business Competition READ MORE
• WAAUAB Cookbook: Spread the Word READ MORE
• Christmas at the AUB Museum Shop READ MORE
• Asfari 2014 Art Competition READ MORE
• AUB Teaching Excellence Award READ MORE
• Healthy Basket at AUB READ MORE
• Arabic Placement Test READ MORE
• It is time to apply for Graduate Studies at AUB! READ MORE
• WAAUAB Cultural Clubs READ MORE
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